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Methods and tools for knowledge sharing in
product development
Marco Bertoni1, Christian Johansson2, Tobias C. Larsson3
Abstract. The emerging industrial business partnerships, which feature cross-functional and cross-company development efforts, raise
the barrier for the establishment of effective knowledge sharing
practices in the larger organization. This chapter aims to highlight
the role of knowledge as a key enabler for effective engineering activities in the light of such emerging enterprise collaboration models.
Knowledge Enabled Engineering (KEE) is presented as an approach
to enhance the extended organization’s capability to establish effective collaboration among its parts, in spite of different organizational
structures, technologies or processes. KEE is analysed in its constituent parts, highlighting areas, methods and tools that are particularly
interesting for leveraging companies’ knowledge sharing capabilities.

3.1 Introduction
The development process, as all work processes, involves some
combination of four types of “work” (Figure 3.1), which can be
thought about as a continuum [1]. At one end of this continuum we
find the entirely independent effort of an individual to produce some
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kind of product or service. Next, we find dependent work, where one
applies some level of effort to make use of someone else’s product
or service. Along this continuum, participants need to share information across disciplines, and other barriers, to achieve a mutual objective. Eventually we find the full integration of knowledge acquired through specialists in a range of disciplines, which enables a
team to optimize the work to be performed.
Collaboration is a term mainly referring to the third stage of the
above continuum, i.e. to “people working together on common tasks,
or to the aid extended to a thing or a person to produce or create
something new” [2], just as a blacksmith and a glassblower can collaborate on a piece of art for mutual benefit. Fundamentally, it is
based on the idea that working together will allow collaborating
partners to create something superior to what any one entity could
have created alone.

Fig. 3.1 The four levels of interaction

This concept is of high interest both in the business-to-business
and business-to consumer industry [2]. In the latter, customer service
manufacturers may try to develop their collaborative skills to better
reach out to their customers and to maintain constant contact with
them. On the other hand, collaborative product development processes, involving people, processes and technologies across multiple
organizations working in the same line of business, is becoming the
industry standard in light of globalization and outsourcing. True col-

laboration is still a pipe dream for large product development projects. The difficulties recently encountered by, for example, the aeronautical industry [3][4] clearly highlight that effective collaborative
development processes requires a quantum jump in the way information and knowledge is shared in the extended organization.

3.2 Motivation and objectives
The ultimate goal of any enterprise collaboration means is to support
a more effective and trustworthy decision-making. In essence, “it’s
all about getting the right information to the right people at the right
time so they can do their jobs more effectively” [5]. To enable conscious decisions, enhanced knowledge sharing methods and tools are
needed to make sure that all design stakeholders contribute with
their experience and skills in such decision-making processes, while
protecting intellectual ownership.
The main objective of this chapter is to highlight the role of
knowledge as a key enabler for effective engineering activities, in
the light of the emerging enterprise collaboration trends.
The chapter initially describes the different levels of interaction
that are featured in modern business partnerships, highlighting the
difficulties in establishing effective collaboration, and consequently
knowledge sharing practices, when dealing with cross-functional
and cross-company development efforts.
The chapter further introduces the concept of Knowledge Enabled
Engineering (KEE), an acronym that summarizes the intent of
providing the extended organization with the capabilities to establish
effective knowledge collaboration among its parts, in spite of different organizational structures, technologies or processes. KEE is
eventually analysed in its constituent parts, highlighting areas,
methods and tools that are particularly interesting for leveraging
companies’ knowledge sharing capabilities.

3.3 Four Levels of Interaction
Product development processes can be differentiated on the basis of
the interaction required for addressing the common development
target. Due to cost-benefit considerations the intensity and design of
integration have to be based on the requirements of the existing development situation [6]. It is possible to outline four major levels of
interaction between organizations and teams (Figure 3.1):
1. Level 0: Independence means that companies do not interact
in any form during the development tasks and do not share
any kind of data or information during the process.
2. Level 1: Communication refers to the process of transferring
information from one source to another, and is at the basis of
any collaborative task. It simply refers to the act of exchanging information by the use of some kind of media and does
not imply working towards a common goal.
3. Level 2: Coordination, Cooperation and Collaboration refer
to the association of a number of persons for their common
benefit and to collective action in pursuit of a common goal.
Autonomous, independent, federated and loosely coupled
systems can exchange services while continuing their own
logic of operation, similarly to virtual enterprise [7] agreements.
4. Level 3: Integration refers to the concepts of coherence and
standardisation indicating a ‘tightly coupled’ system where
components are interdependent and cannot be separated. This
level points to the more traditional single-OEM structure; a
homogeneous organization, composed by interdependent
parts and standard languages, methods and tools.
It is possible to define three levels of collaboration intensity for
product development: coordination, cooperation and collaboration
[6]. Which type should be chosen depends on the required interaction intensity caused by the interaction need of a given development
situation, and typically increases with tighter process-related interdependencies between the subtasks, and with the necessity of integrating the knowledge of the development partners.

§ Coordination is the act of managing interdependencies between activities [8] and the support of interdependencies among
actors [9], regulating diverse elements into an integrated and
harmonious operation to accomplish a collective set of tasks.
§ Cooperation, similarly, refers to the association of a number
of persons in the pursuit of common goals [10], able to adhere
to some kind of dialogue rules [11], i.e., setting out maxims (of
quantity, quality, relevance and manner) to which it can be assumed parties in a dialogue are adhering on an utterance-byutterance basis [12].
§ Collaboration is a special case of cooperation and implies the
joint execution of one task where the individual, private aims of
the participants are more closely aligned with each other. People need to work together to reach the desired outcome rather
than that outcome being achieved through ‘selfish’ participation
constrained by contextual factors [11]. Collaboration may be
seen as the highest degree of interdependency between autonomous and independent parties.

3.4 Emerging enterprise collaboration models
In those areas where products are complex and require large investments it is common for companies to collaborate in joint ventures
where risks, costs, revenues and profits are shared among the partners. In such a context, two different types of partnerships are of
particular interest with a focus on collaboration: the Extended Enterprise (EE) [13] and the Virtual Enterprise (VE) [6]:
The EE is a form of joint venture where one company, usually
named Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) is in charge of integrating the parts of a product, produced and designed by satellite
companies, into the whole [14]. The objective with forming an EE is
building long term relationships across the value chain, both to share
risks, knowledge, and resources [15] and to reduce costs and timeto-market [16].
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Fig. 3.2 Virtual Enterprise vs. Extended Enterprise [17]

The VE spans over multiple EEs and involves several different
OEMs, which are asked to temporarily collaborate to design and
manufacture new products. The VE partners share costs, skills and
core competencies to deliver solutions that none of the individual
partner could have done on their own [18]. Figure 3.2 visualizes the
relationship between the EE and the VE.
While the EE focuses more on long-term partnerships, the VE is a
very short-term and flexible endeavour [19], where companies participate for a shorter time span to satisfy a business opportunity relatively quickly [6][13]. The cross-organisational nature of the VE allows companies to be flexible with the use of resources [13], moving
people in and out of the individual organisations as the conditions
changes and different competencies are in demand.

3.5 Barriers and inhibitors for effective knowledge sharing
Knowledge sharing is a key aspect to any strategic alliance, since
fundamentally, companies enter these partnerships to tap into the
knowledge bases of other companies to expand the offerings they
can make. Managing such knowledge is one of the most crucial as-

pects for the successful implementation of a virtual working paradigm. However, a number of collaboration barriers, which are often
not visible in a co-located and “physical” organization, inhibit the
EE and VE effectiveness to share knowledge across teams, functions
and companies. Considering Allen’s [20] observations that people
are likely to seldom collaborate if they are more than 50 feet apart,
the challenges of globally distributed organizations are immense.
As Brown and Duguid [21] point out, “knowledge usually entails
a knower” (p.119), i.e. knowledge sharing relies on humans taking
on the role as creator, carrier, conveyor and user. This distinguishes
knowledge and information sharing, which can usually happen “outside” humans and without the direct influence of human beings. Information is normally treated as independent and more-or-less selfsufficient, whereas knowledge is usually associated with someone
(e.g. “where is that information” vs. “who knows that?”). In a virtual
organization the right people to ask (knowledge owners, hidden experts, lead users, etc.) are even more difficult to locate than in a traditional (co-located) engineering situation [17].
Furthermore, work practices may differ substantially between different parts of an organization, which generate strong needs to share
knowledge-of-practices and be able to locate people with credibility
[17]. In co-located teams, knowledge-of-expertise is usually built up
naturally and quickly, through the interactions with others. People
gradually learn about the strengths and weaknesses of their colleagues, and when faced with a problem they often have a very good
idea of whom to approach for help.
Also, engineers must be able to trust the information they receive
– so called trust-in-expertise [17]. This trust fundamentally boils
down to a trust in capacities and abilities, and people need to make
continuous assessments about whether or not they can trust on recommendations, advice etcetera that they colleagues offer. Another
common problem of cross-site collaboration is the delay in resolving
work issues [22], due to the difficulties of finding the right person to
talk to, initiating contact, and discussing possible ways to deal with
the issue. As physical distance increases, tacit knowledge (e.g. intuition, individual perception, rules of thumb) is not spread as easily
through informal communication channels, and must therefore be
made clearer to be used throughout the company. Figure 3.3,

adapted from Lipnack and Stamps’ [23], illustrates some of the barriers related to “virtual distance”.
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Fig. 3.3 Virtual Distance [17]

Moving to company perspective, a main issue is finding the best
trade-off between sharing and shielding core knowledge assets. The
“coopetitive” [24] nature of the VE arrangements makes knowledge
sharing problematic, because knowledge used for cooperation may
also be used for competition in other projects [25]. Companies feel
hesitant to share knowledge if they feel that what they gain is less
than what they give away [26], so the problem is to understand what
has to be shared and in what form to sustain the project without losing the main source of competitive advantage.
Last, but not least, the loss of face-to-face interaction have an inhibiting effect on morale, loyalty and performances of employees
[27], who may “interact” but not collaborate. If on one side technology can cross boundaries, people often may not. Plenty of social and
behavioural issues have yet to be solved in order to implement effectively the virtual working paradigm across organizations.

3.6 KEE: Enabling engineering activities through knowledge
In an ideal world, companies should be able to use their collective
knowledge to make better and faster decisions, reducing lead-time
and improving robustness of strategic engineering activities. Engineers should concentrate on the more intellectual parts of engineering work, rather than spending time doing dull and cumbersome routine work.
The term Knowledge Enabled Engineering (KEE) [28] collects a
wide range of methods and tools that intend to enable such ideal
scenario, supporting a knowledge sharing activity that spans long
product lifecycles within multi-disciplinary, multi-company and
multi-cultural environments, across supply chain relationships [29].
The main purpose of KEE is to make as much knowledge as possible available early in the product development process, to allow
more design iterations via simulation [30], reducing the lead-time
for tedious analysis model generation and thus allowing more design
concepts to be studied [31].
KEE originates from the work done in the area of Knowledge Engineering (KE) and Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE). However, while KBE is often associated with commercial systems providing demand driven, object oriented programming languages for rulebased execution, KEE is intended as a more generic and methodological-oriented term [32] with emphasis on context and rationale.
KEE systems are intended to support three main tasks: 1) promoting
the use of fitting-for-purpose models to support the capturing of engineering knowledge in different engineering activities, 2) supporting an iterative process where the capturing of engineering
knowledge and the automation of the engineering activities is done
simultaneously, and 3) capturing the underlying process of generating and evaluating solutions concepts in a computerized system to
ensure repeatability and improve the quality of the output.
The KEE research aims to develop, validate and exploit methods
to identify, model, store, retrieve, reuse and share product/service
relevant knowledge spanning long product life cycles. The following
sections aims to spotlight the most crucial areas to leverage the
company’s capability to enable engineering activities through a better use of their knowledge assets.

3.6.1 Enabling informal knowledge sharing between dislocated
design teams
The advent of Web 2.0 technologies has brought a new culture of
sharing information on the Web where users can actively create,
store, edit, access, share and distribute the content to larger audiences. This ‘bottom-up’ sharing mood is opposed to the predefined,
‘top-down’ structure of most of the existing knowledge management
tools, pushing each individual to maintain their own space for which
they have complete control over the information they likes to share.
Moving from McAfee’s [33] concept of Enterprise 2.0, Larsson
et al. have coined the term “Engineering 2.0” [34], which borrows
the more general Web 2.0 concept and translates it into a crossfunctional engineering context. Engineering 2.0 promotes the use of
lightweight (compared with traditional CAD/PDM/PLM) and bottom-up tools to support informal knowledge sharing across functions

and companies in a VE setting (Figure 3.4).
Fig. 3.4 Engineering 2.0 positioning

Lightweight because the purpose is to develop and implement solutions that require little time and effort to setup, use and maintain.
Bottom-up because they do not impose a pre-defined structure, but

rather lets structures evolve over time as an almost organic response
to the activities, practices and interests of the knowledge workers.
Weblogs, wikis, social networks, RSS feeds, tagging, microblogs,
instant messaging, discussion forums, social bookmarking, and
mash-ups are few examples of Web 2.0 technologies that can be
successfully adopted in an engineering setting.
A recent McKinsey survey [35] has shown that 2/3 of 1700 companies interviewed worldwide have investigated or deployed Web
2.0 tools to support their product development activities. However,
their use is limited today to a comparably small part of the entire development process, mainly with the intent of gathering ideas and
feedback on the product from the customer base [36].
Web 2.0 tools are used mainly to enable effective communication
within dislocated teams, particularly in the initial stages of a software development project [37]. The Microsoft Quest internal communications system [38], the wiki-like environment proposed by
Ciavola et al. [39] and IBM Dogear [40] are a few examples of social software supporting learning, sharing and collaboration between
researchers and professionals in the design activity.
Lightweight approaches have been also proposed to support product development projects’ documentation [41], e.g. using wiki-style
collaboration tools to create assessment reports [42] or to maintain
rule-based systems as they grow [36]. Furthermore, several groups
are proposing ways to complement CAD/PDM/PLM tools with social functionalities, leveraging social interaction and collaborative
features, among global design teams, Vuuch [43], for instance, is a
plug-in for Pro/ENGINEER or Dassault Systemes’ SolidWork, to initiate, monitors, and manages design discussions directly from the
CAD environment to organize design discussions by associating
them to the product Bill of Material (BOM).

3.6.3 Enabling fit-for-purpose reuse of past design knowledge
The key element to successful knowledge reuse is to understand a
designer’s reuse intention [44]. The designer’s information seeking
behaviour, in fact, depends on task-dependent procedures [44]. It
means that the usual search queries alone are not sufficient to ad-

dress the designers’ information needs. Rather, if the context for the
query is known, it is possible to anticipate the type of result that will
be useful, and refine the query accordingly, providing more tailored
knowledge to people with similar profiles [45]. Context-aware applications may help to increase the relevance of the knowledge they
retrieve to support a given task.
Context-awareness can be defined as “the ability of a computing
device to detect and sense, interpret and respond to aspects of a user’s local environment and the computing devices themselves” [67].
Context-aware system have gained popularity in the 1990s to address problems raised by the usage of mobile terminals [47], with
the purpose of 1) retrieving information and execute commands for
the user manually based on available context, 2) automatically executing a service based on the current and available context, 3) tagging the context to information for later retrieval. Context may refer,
therefore, both to a physical dimension (time, space, device) and internal/logical dimension, i.e. the user’s goals, tasks, work context,
business processes, the user’s emotional state [48].
One of the most notable examples of Context-aware applications
supporting collaborative product development is the KnowledgeEnabled Solution Platform (KESP) [49] developed within the EU
FP6 VIVACE project [28]. The KESP is an intelligent knowledge
assistant that automatically provides the engineer with the contextualized Knowledge Elements (K-El) that s/he needs during his/her
daily design activity. The KESP is both a multi-source context-based
application and a self-learning software system that enables the user
to perform multi-source searches for all the K-Elements applicable
to his or her engineering context. It describes the engineers’ profile
by using six contextual dimensions (Product, Process, Project, Gate,
Role, Discipline) and enables to manage links between knowledge
and contexts of applicability, relying on similarities between contexts to provide the knowledge workers K-El relevant for their task.
The driving idea behind the KESP is the possibility to associate a KElement with the most suitable context in which it should be applied. For some K-El, such as norms for instance, it may be quite
straightforward to define beforehand the domain of applicability. For
others it may be more complex. To overcome this obstacle, the
KESP provides a way to learn the relationship between a K-Element

and the description of the context in which it has been applied, so
making easier for engineers to understand what documents/information is more relevant for their job.

3.6.4 Enabling effortless management of design rationale
A recent study [50], presenting the results from a UK survey about
requirements of managers and engineers in design and service, has
shown that “rationale” (34.9%) is the most mentioned category in
terms knowledge and information needs in engineering. Understanding the reasons why a system has been designed in a certain way, or
the information about what design options have been considered but
rejected is necessary to understand, recreate, or modify a design, although rarely adequately captured in a systematic and usable format,
[51], but rather scattered throughout a collection of paper documents, notebook entries, and the memory of the designers [52].
Design intent capture systems aim to capture and store information about past design solutions and their rationale in a repository
that is independent of human memory [53]. They can be divided into
solutions aiming to “communicate” or “document” design
knowledge [51]. The first category [54] aims to capture all communications among team members during design meetings, but do not
encourage the synthesis and retrieval of high-level design decisions
(assumptions, constraints, philosophies) [51]. The second category
documents design decisions to enable people outside the project
group to understand, supervise, and regulate what is done by the
team [55], although not usually capturing why a particular design
was not chosen [51]. Furthermore, automatic approaches assume
aim to capture the communication among the designers and design
teams or between the designer and the design support system without asking user intervention [56]. Manual tools, instead, requires the
direct intervention of a user/designer to record the rationale.
It is also possible to distinguish between “process-oriented” approaches [57], supporting complex system designs and based on Issue Based Information System (IBIS) [58] framework, and “featureoriented” approaches, used to support automated reasoning [59].

A plethora of approaches, from ontology definition languages
[60], to operation-mining algorithms [61] to soft computing techniques [62] has been proposed for enabling the effective capturing of
design rationale. The most recent developments in this area includes
the Design Rationale editor (DRed) [54], derived from the IBIS concept, which proposes a simple and unobtrusive approach that allows
engineering designers to record their rationale as the design proceeds. A different approach is proposed by CoPe_it! [63], which
support argumentative collaboration on the Web. The use of automated design rationale capture systems to improve collaborative codesign CAD environments has been also extensively studied [64]
and several attempt have been made to capture design knowledge
and to represent it in a single-user CAD environment [65].
Knowledge Enhanced Notes (KEN) [66] is a system enhancing
the capturing of discursive and collaborative aspects of synchronous
design activities. COHERE [67] emerges from work in issue mapping and design rationale, to propose a social, semantic annotation
tool focused on the construction and management of connections —
between data, knowledge resources (such as documents), ideas (including issues, options and arguments), and people.

3.6.5 Enabling downstream knowledge capturing
When designing a new product or service, it is increasingly important to have a clear picture of a wide variety of customer needs to
identify opportunities to improve the current offer both from a product and service perspective. Enhancing the interaction with the end
users to use their knowledge to drive the preliminary design activities is a dream for many manufacturers, which the latest achievements in the area of communication technologies can make true.
Crowdsourcing [68] represents nowadays one of the most promising approaches to capture downstream knowledge for the benefit of
product development. Crowdsourcing essentially means outsourcing
a task to a large group of people or to a community (a crowd)
through an open call. The basic principle is that online consumer
communities greatly add value to new product development [69],
thus Web 2.0 can leverage the critical role that customers and the

crowd play in the innovation process [70]. Crowdsourcing is hugely
popular in the software development domain. Dell IdeaStorm [71]
represents an example of how idea crowdsourcing may be exploited
in an early design stage of new products. Several top companies,
such as Microsoft, Apple or IBM, have made extensive use of social
media to share ideas with lead users ahead of beta testing [72]. In
manufacturing, Web 2.0 applications have been used to gather innovations for both products an services, sometime even by means of
virtual prototypes online [73] or SecondLife® extensions [74] to analyse patterns of usability and preferences.

3.6.6 Enabling knowledge maturity assessments
In product development, many problems are intrinsically wicked
[75] or ill-defined [76], hence making a decision is often about settling for what is good enough rather than waiting for the optimal solution to emerge, e.g. because of flawed or missing information [77]
[78]. Rational decision-making [79] is de-facto a rare occurrence.
Methods and tools are needed, therefore, to provide decision makers
with a deeper understanding of the status of the knowledge base on
which they draw decisions. The Knowledge maturity concept is interesting to boost decision makers’ confidence when information
and knowledge is in limited supply. Grebici et al. [80] denote maturity as the distance between the level of completeness relative to
what should be the level of completeness, i.e. as-is status versus tobe status, thus being the relative state of the development of a piece
of information with respect to achieving a purpose. For example, a
preliminary analysis result concerning the heat tolerance of an aero
engine component may be good enough in the feasibility stage of
designing the component, whereas the same numbers may be too inaccurate to be of value in the detail design stage.
The concept of knowledge maturity [81] is explored to leverage
KEE practices, providing a practical decision support that increases
decision makers’ awareness of the knowledge base on which the decisions are based, and to support cross-boundary discussions on the
perceived maturity of available knowledge. The knowledge maturity
model [81] computes the state of readiness of a knowledge asset us-

ing a narrative scale over three dimensions: input, method (tool), and
expertise (experience) on a scale from 1 to 5. A rank as 5 indicates
an excellent knowledge maturity, meaning that content and rationale
have been tested and proven and reflect a known confidence, that the
procedure to produce the content and rationale reflects an approach
where proven methods are used, where workers continually reflect
and improve and where lessons learned are recorded. On the other
end, a knowledge maturity level ranked with 1 means that the content and rationale is characterized by instability (e.g. poor/non understanding of knowledge base) and the procedure to produce the
content and rationale is dependent on individuals and formalized
methods are non-existent. In between these levels there is a continuous increase in detailing, documentation and standardization.
The knowledge maturity allows worldwide-located teams to have
a shared artefact around which they can identify and discuss issues
of concern, visualize the current status of the knowledge base, and
negotiate a shared understanding of the advantages and drawbacks
with the available knowledge base.

3.7 Conclusion
Engineering work is little-by-little changing to include a larger part
of the value creation activities in virtual and cross-functional development processes. At the same time, the definition of an engineer is
changing as well. Engineering organizations are hiring younger engineers who think and work differently, and who must learn to utilize their knowledge, capabilities and talent in more open and collaborative way.
These aspects raise inevitable questions on the role of humans in
product development. Are they engineers? Are they product developers? Are they function providers? Are they knowledge workers?
The engineering culture, which changes slowly in established firms,
is struggling to adapt to the relatively rapid changes of targets,
methods and workforce.
In the new context, engineers are explicitly interested in avoiding
redundancy, and instead seek novelty and innovation rather than
well-known knowledge. Essentially they are looking for new ways

to deal with new problems they are likely to face when moving into
the development of complex, lifecycle-oriented products in a distributed context. What appears evident from the research is that these new problems are not likely to be adequately addressed by the
“traditional” information and knowledge sharing systems alone. In
spite of the hugely important work being done in the
CAD/PDM/PLM arena, a quantum leap in methods and tools is required to satisfy the need for knowledge of the new, distributed, digital, cultural diverse, participatory and social responsible generation
of engineers.
The research in the area of Knowledge Enabled Engineering aims
to address such need. The purpose of KEE is twofold: facilitating the
work of the “knowledge engineer”, the person in a company who is
responsible for 'engineering' knowledge bases, as well as the work of
the “knowledge worker’, of who use such knowledge for accomplishing his/her everyday tasks. In the end, KEE is all about enabling
more effective and efficient engineering activities, in an increasingly
challenging product development environment, through providing
engineers the knowledge they need, in the form they need and at the
time they need it.
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